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Abstract

In recent years there have been great inter-001
ests in addressing the low resourcefulness of002
African languages and provide baseline mod-003
els for different Natural Language Processing004
tasks (Orife et al., 2020). Several initiative005
(Nekoto et al., 2020) on the continent uses the006
Bible as a data source to provide proof of con-007
cept for some NLP tasks. In this work, we008
present the Lingala Speech Translation (LiS-009
Tra) dataset, release a full pipeline for con-010
struction of such dataset in other languages011
and report baselines using both the traditional012
cascade approach (Automatic Speech Recog-013
nition -> Machine Translation), and a revolu-014
tionary transformer based End-2-End architec-015
ture (Liu et al., 2020) with a custom interac-016
tive attention that allows information sharing017
between the recognition decoder and the trans-018
lation decoder.019

1 Introduction020

Automatic Speech Translation (AST) is the task021

of converting an utterance from a source language022

to transcription in a target language, such a task023

has several applications in real life. Success in this024

task will revolutionize online education, the major-025

ity of educational content available on e-learning026

platforms like Udacity, Edx, and Coursera among027

others are English-centric and this is a bottleneck028

to people with limited or no knowledge of English029

to have access to those contents. As a starting point030

in this direction, inspired by (Orife et al., 2020) we031

performed a proof of concept for Automatic Speech032

Translation from a higher resources language (En-033

glish) to a lower one, Lingala in this case.034

Lingala (Ngala) (Lingala: lingála) is a Bantu lan-035

guage spoken throughout the northwestern part of036

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Wikipedia037

contributors, 2020) and a large part of the Republic038

of the Congo. It is spoken to a lesser degree in An-039

gola, the Central African Republic, and Southwest040

& Southcentral Republic of South Sudan. There 041

are over 40 million lingalaphones 1. 042

Based on a study made in 2009 by youthpol- 043

icy2 the population of the Democratic Republic of 044

the Congo (DRC) is young and rejuvenating over 045

68% of people aged less than 25 years, a majority 046

of whom live in rural areas (over 60 %), this sit- 047

uation has not much changed since. This young 048

population is not always able to speak the official 049

language (French) and this work is a start to making 050

educational materials available to them. 051

One bottleneck in experimenting on ASR espe- 052

cially for low resources languages has been lack 053

of aligned data, inspired by the Masakhane (Orife 054

et al., 2020) initiative and (Agic and Vulic, 2020) 055

we introduce in this paper LiSTra3 which stand for 056

Ligala Speech Translation a dataset of reading of 057

the Bible, the corresponding transcription in En- 058

glish as well as the Lingala translation. The choice 059

of the bible as a data source is motivated by mis- 060

sionary work on the African continent, which made 061

indirectly available the transcription and the trans- 062

lation alignments. Despite the religious nature of 063

the content in the Bible, some of its recent version 064

provide a good starting point for experimentation 065

in several NLP tasks. 066

The traditional approach in AST is what is 067

known as a pipeline system where we first do Au- 068

tomatic Speech Recognition(ASR), then feed the 069

output into a Machine Translation (MT) system, 070

one pitfall in this approach is the error propagation 071

(not back-propagation) that arise due to the fact that 072

the 2 components are trained independently. In this 073

work we will release a baseline for AST both in a 074

pipeline (ASR -> MT) as well as in an end-to-end 075

setting, in addition, we published what happens to 076

be at the best of our knowledge the first dataset for 077

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingala
2https://www.youthpolicy.org/factsheets/country/congo-

kinshasa.
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neural speech translation from English to Lingala.078

Our main contributions are summarized are fol-079

lows:080

• Release a detailed methodology to create081

new datasets for Automatic Speech Transla-082

tion (AST) for low resource languages which083

can be also useful both for Machine Transla-084

tion (MT) and Automatic Speech Recognition085

tasks independently.086

• Provide a baseline for AST for English-to-087

Lingala in both pipeline and end-2-end set-088

tings089

2 Related work090

The recent breakthroughs in end-to-end architec-091

tures in Machine Translation and Speech Recogni-092

tion have lead to the investigation of having end-093

to-end architectures for Automatic Speech Trans-094

lation (Bérard et al., 2016). Historically Auto-095

matic Speech Translation (ASR) was done in two096

steps: we first do automatic speech recognition097

on the source language and next feed the obtained098

transcription into a separate machine translation099

model, this is sometimes referred to in the lit-100

erature as Cascade Speech Translation (Cascade-101

ST). One immediate issue with this approach is102

the error-propagation (not back-propagation) (Bah-103

danau et al., 2014).104

Since the first AST proof of concept proposed by105

(Zong et al., 1999) there has been interesting works106

to improve on the state of the art, this is mostly107

because of it business side as well as community108

impact, for example, people with disability can use109

the outcome of this task to learn and get access to110

information. Due to the difficulty of the accessibil-111

ity of aligned data, there has been some attempt to112

perform AST without source transcription (Bérard113

et al., 2016).114

African languages have been for a long time left115

behind in the Major NLP conference. Recently,116

there have been initiatives like Deep Learning Ind-117

aba4 and Data Science Africa5 among others that118

aim to focus on solving and addressing African’s119

problems using Machine Learning learning and AI.120

These movements have given birth to Masakhane121

which is an African initiative that focuses on Nat-122

ural Language Processing related problem in the123

4https://deeplearningindaba.com
5http://www.datascienceafrica.org/

continent (Orife et al., 2020). The Masakhane ini- 124

tiative has been mostly at it current state making 125

use of the JW300 dataset (Agic and Vulic, 2020) 126

which is basically made of religious text that is 127

inherently aligned on chapter and verse level and 128

this has allowed the community to publish (Nekoto 129

et al., 2020) baselines for several languages which 130

were before untouched despite the number of peo- 131

ple speaking and using them. 132

Our work in this paper aligned mostly with this 133

work (Liu et al., 2020), that implemented a revo- 134

lutionary architecture based on transformers that 135

allow having 2 decoders that communicate among 136

themselves in an intuitive way to perform Auto- 137

matic Speech Translation but in our context, we 138

will experiment with this same architecture in a 139

low-resource setting to rapport its performance for 140

English to Lingala translation. 141

3 Dataset 142

In the 20th century, data is considered to be the 143

new oil (Arthur), especially in supervise learning 144

regimes where we can’t talk of Machine learn- 145

ing without it. Africa currently has 2144 living 146

languages (Eberhard et al., 2019). Despite this, 147

African languages account for a small fraction of 148

available language resources, and NLP research 149

rarely considers African languages (Nekoto et al., 150

2020). Inspired by the work by (Orife et al., 2020) 151

and (Agic and Vulic, 2020) we made use of the 152

structural form of the bible, to create LiSTra. 153

Let D =
{
S(j),E(j),L(j)

}|D|
j=1

the dataset that 154

we would like to create, with S the speech utterance 155

(in English), E the corresponding transcription (in 156

Lingala) and L the gold truth lingala translation. 157

3.1 Sources and structure 158

LiSTra is a systemic crawl of the new testament 159

both at the jw.org for Lingala translation and 160

bible.is for speech and English transcription. The 161

bible is originally aligned by chapter and several 162

websites provide audios waves of reading of the all 163

bible in several languages. One big challenge with 164

doing Automatic Speech research with the bible 165

data in its original format is the alignment at the 166

chapter, which usually is long and not suitable for 167

ASR. 168

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) also 169

known as Text-To-Speech (TTS) has been histori- 170

cally a close domain compare to others due to the 171

expenses to train a fully working system and the 172
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LiSTra

Text language Source Split Examples Avg. text length Total Unique Words

train 23717 24.2712 13139
English (En) —— —— ———– ——

test 5930 24.2076 7772
Text language Target Split Examples Avg. text length Total Unique Words

train 23717 25.9165 16808
Lingala (ln) —— —— ———– ——

test 5930 25.7489 8940
Speech Source Split Examples Avg. audio length (seconds) Total numb. hours

train 23717 9.2880 61
English (.wav) —— —— ———– ——

test 5930 9.2715 15

Table 1: Data statistics of LiSTra

difficulty that came with it, this lead to having only173

big techs companies working in that space.174

In the next section, we will present our procedure175

to transform the data in the adequate format for176

Automatic Speech Translation (AST), from the web177

crawling step to the ready-to-use AST format.178

3.2 Curation179

The first step consists of scrapping the text and180

downloaded the audios files corresponding to the181

languages pair at study, English-Lingala in our182

case. We used the English Standard Version -183

FCBH Audio Audio Non-Drama New Testament184

from bible.is6 and the Biblia Libongoli ya Mokili185

ya Sika7 version for the Lingala version from the186

jw.org which will be used for the aligned transla-187

tion8.188

The bible text being systematically organized by189

verse, make it perfect to keep the same alignment190

for automatic speech translation but the bottleneck191

remains the fact that all audios reading of the bible192

are only at book level with no way to manually193

split it at the verse level.194

To split the chapter level reading waves at verse195

level we made use of the automatic segmentation196

service WebMAUSBasic of the Bavarian Archive197

for Speech Signals (BAS)9 project similarly to198

6https://www.faithcomesbyhearing.com/audio-bible-
resources/mp3-downloads

7https://www.jw.org/ln/Biblioteke/biblia/bi12/mikanda/matai/2/
8constrained by the licensing we have not released the

audios files
9https://www.bas.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasHomeeng.html

(Boito et al., 2019). The code to perform this seg- 199

mentation using a jupyter notebook can be found 200

here Anonymous. 201

Given that the text is scrawled from two different 202

websites (jw.org and bible.is) and in two different 203

versions, we noticed inconstancy on some books 204

that don’t have the same number of verses and we 205

decided to drop the concerned cases. 206

4 Experiments and Results 207

We have created what is at the best of our knowl- 208

edge the first baseline for Automatic Speech Trans- 209

lation (AST) from English to Lingala, in both Cas- 210

cade and End-2-End configuration10. 211

4.1 Automatic Speech Translation: Cascade 212

The Cascade architecture is made of two sepa- 213

rate models as described in figure1, a pre-trained 214

Sirelo11 Model and a traditional transformer-based 215

Machine translation architecture which receive the 216

output of the former one to perform Automatic 217

Speech Translation. 218

10Anonymous
11https://github.com/snakers4/silero-models
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(a) Silero Architecture
(source: Silero AI Team)

(b) Standard Transformer
for Machine Translation

Figure 1: Cascade Approach : Speech Recognition (a)
+ Machine Translation (b)

Sirelo Speech to text is among the recent efforts219

to bring the Imagenet moment to the field of speech220

recognition, the models we used have been trained221

on a proprietary dataset and have been reported to222

achieve performance that sometimes surpasses the223

state-of-the-art in some languages (Veysov, 2020).224

The MT model12 is based on the standard trans-225

former architecture, but with a dimensionality of226

input and output of 256, refer on the original paper227

(Vaswani et al., 2017) as dmodel and a inner-layer228

dimension dff of 512.229

We pre-trained the Machine Translation model230

on the JW300 dataset (Agic and Vulic, 2020) and231

train further on LiSTra data. The recognized waves232

from silero are then fed into the trained MT to233

obtain our Speech translation output.234

4.2 Automatic Speech Translation: end-2-end235

In the end-2end setting, we used a transformer-236

based model3, that is made of one encoder and two237

decoders as shown in figure 2. This architecture238

has shown promising results recently e(Liu et al.,239

2020) specially due to the interaction between the240

recognition decoder and the translation decoder.241

Figure 2: Synchronous AST Architecture (Liu et al.,
2020)

12https://github.com/bentrevett/pytorch-seq2seq

Figure 3: Interactive Attention (Liu et al., 2020)

The interactive attention sub-layer is basically 242

the main revolutionary idea of this architecture, the 243

intuition is to allow systematic information sharing 244

between the transcription and the translation de- 245

coders. The right side of the Interactive Attention 246

bloc is not very different from the vanilla attention 247

formalism, but the difference is with the second 248

bloc that queries from the gold translation. 249

The intuition is to provide direct context from 250

the translation/recognition input to the "Cross- 251

Attention" that will supply additional information 252

to the recognition/translation decoder. The Inter- 253

active Attention box fuses the self-attention to the 254

Cross-Attention using weighted addition but more 255

complex fuse functions can be explored in future 256

work. 257

Formally, the interactive attention can be written 258

mathematically as follow : 259

Attention_transcription(Q1,K1,V1) = softmax

(
Q1K1

T√
dk1

)
V1

(1) 260

Attention_translation(Q1,K2,V2) = softmax

(
Q1K2

T√
dk2

)
V2

(2) 261

Where 262

• Q1, K1 V1 is the query, key, and value from 263

the translation task, and V2 K2 is the value, 264

key of the transcription task respectively. 265

• dk1 and dk2 is the dimension of the K1 and 266

K2, respectively. 267

We can notice from the equation 1 that the hid-
den representation of the recognition task have as
query the information for the translation ground
truth, the final representation of the interactive at-
tention will be written as :

Interactive attention = Attention_translation + λ× Attention_transcription

With λ a hyper-parameter that allows controlling 268

the amount of information shared between the two 269

tasks. 270

4
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wait-1 wait-2 wait-3

Architecture WER ↓ BLEU (en) ↑ BLEU (ln) ↑ WER ↓ BLEU (en) ↑ BLEU (ln) ↑ WER ↓ BLEU (en) ↑ BLEU (ln) ↑

Pipeline13 8.27 84.90 13.92 x x x x x x
————– ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———
End-2-End 8.06 84.40 26.45 7.81 84.90 28.52 7.87 84.73 26.99

Table 2: Results : Experimentation for different value of k

vocab_src_size vocab_tgt_size train_steps decode_alpha gpu_mem_fraction
Transformer_params 30000 30000 80000 0.6 0.95

Table 3: LiSTra parameters, in addition to traditional transformer parameters

The prediction probability of both the translation271

and transcription can be formalized as272

logP (E | S,L) =
N−1∑
i=0

log p (ei | e<i, S, l<i)

(3)273

logP (L | S,E) =
N−1∑
i=0

log p (li | l<i, S, e<i)

(4)274

Our objective function is then expressed as275

L(θ) =
∑|D|

j=1

(
logP

(
E(j) | S(j),L(j)

)
+ logP

(
L(j) | S(j),E(j)

))
(5)276

Given that the Text to Speech task is often more277

difficult than Automatic Speech Recognition sim-278

ilarly to (Liu et al., 2020) we used the wait − k279

policy approach that basically allows waiting for280

a certain time to allow the recognition decoder to281

transcribe some words before it can start translating.282

Table 3 summarized our experiments with different283

values of k and we empirically realized that we284

have better performance for k = 2.285

The End-2-End architecture was pre-trained for286

50000-steps on TED_Speech_Translation14 which287

was constructed by collecting speech and corpus288

from TED talks and then fine-tuned on LiSTra, this289

is arguable the reason we have the recognition de-290

coder with better performance than the translation291

one, pre-training the translation decoder is left for292

future work.293

As observed in Table 3 for k = 2 we have a294

better Word Error Rate (WER) and BLEU score295

for both the recognition and translation decoder, in296

other words slowing down the translation decoder297

14http://www.nlpr.ia.ac.cn/cip/dataset.htm

with a factor of 2 gives the translation decoder more 298

context to provide better performance. 299

Compare with the Machine Translation results 300

from masakhane (Orife et al., 2020) our translation 301

decoder is performing poorly, probably because 302

we don’t have enough training examples and need 303

to pre-trained the translation decoder separately to 304

increase its performance. One probable direction 305

to increase and produce unbiased data may be the 306

use of platforms like Mozilla common voice or 307

similar technology that can use a human-in-the- 308

loop approach to collect qualitative data. 309

5 Conclusion 310

In this work, we presented LiSTra, the first dataset 311

for automatic speech translation from English to 312

Lingala, and a full pipeline to allow researchers 313

working on low-resource languages to create a sim- 314

ilar dataset for their language. Despite the dataset 315

been bias toward religious languages this can serve 316

as a starting dataset for proof-of-concept and can, 317

later on, be improved with additional data. 318

In addition, we reported baselines in both 319

Pipeline and End-2-End architecture and concluded 320

that the End-2-End architecture performs quite well 321

despite the limited amount of data. 322

For future work, one could extend LiSTra with 323

other data sources, pre-train both the recognition 324

and the translation decoder separately which may 325

probably lead to better performances overall. 326
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